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NEED OF UNIFORM CIVIL CODE IN INDIA: AN ANALYSIS
Dr. Chobar Md. Shafi

ABSTRACT
In a nation of a million traditions, culture and networks like India, individual law have emerged as
one of the key elements of debate among the overall public. The need for a Uniform Civil code in India has
been investigated and contended a couple of times regardless of all that it remains a champion among the
most dubious issues saw in our Constitution. A Uniform Civil Code demonstrates the likelihood of same course
of action of normal standards or common guidelines for the natives autonomous of their religious conviction
are they Hindus, Muslims or Christians. The normal districts verified by a common code contain singular
status, rights related to procurance and organization of property and marriage, appropriation and
disintegration. The requirement for a Uniform Civil code in India has been discussed and contended ordinarily
despite everything it stays a standout amongst the most begging to be proven wrong issues commented in
our Constitution. The uniform common code would mean the codification of laws relating to all residents, be
they Hindus, Muslims or Christians. Indian constitution Article 15 sets out a certification to each native that
no separation will be made on any ground and furthermore approves state government to make exceptional
arrangements for ladies and kids. Article 44 accommodate uniform common code for the residents all
through the domain of nation. Republic of India as of now has uniform criminal code and common laws which
incorporates Contract law, Civil Procedure Code, Transfer of property Act and so on. Along these lines UCC
truly alluded to individual laws in India. All the Indian individual laws all discover their root in old religious
writings. Every one of them in differing structures and degrees victimize lady versus the men inside every
network. UCC has been inaccurately set as an assault on religion and religious personalities and greater yet
loser voice of sexual orientation equity is dispersed bringing about vulnerabilities and carries on separation.
UCC manages the equivalent arrangement of common laws to oversee all natives slighting of their religion,
rank and clan. Such codes are well set up in the majority of the nations. However at this point in India
individual laws are the primary driver of common clash among individuals.
KEYWORDS : culture and networks , equivalent arrangement.
INTRODUCTION:
Uniform Civil Code, a typical code that means the possibility of comparable arrangement of common
standards paying little heed to their religion, position, sex and so forth has now-a-days propounded a
powerful contention in India. Uniform Civil Code (UCC) is the appearance of contemporary dynamic country,
which demonstrates that the country has been raised from religion, race, position, and sex and birth
segregation. UCC importunes to supplant the individual laws dependent on traditions of every religion with a
typical set overseeing every native. Such laws address four wide territories: Marriage, Divorce, and
Maintenance and Succession. Whenever executed in evident soul, at that point these three words are
sufficiently adequate to partition the nation politically, religiously and socially. In India even following 69
years of autonomy individuals are as yet being commanded by the individual laws of their particular
networks. The composers of the constitution so as to accomplish consistency of law consolidated Article 44
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that keeps running as pursues: "The State will attempt to verify for all residents a uniform common code all
through the domain of India." Uniform Civil Code is a term which has its foundations from the idea of Civil
Law Code. The reason covered in the uniform common code is to dispose of the inconsistencies dependent
on religious belief systems and advance the idea of national combination. All people group in the nation
would then be made a decision on a comparable stage in common issues and would not be represented by
various individual laws.
In spite of the fact that order standards of state approach are not enforceable by Law.2 But rather it
doesn't diminish the centrality of the mandate standards. After Independence it was unrealistic to force a
Uniform Civil Code on the natives according to the conditions. So this was the reason that the code has been
protected under the order standard of state approach. Preface of constitution of India is the mirrored the
protected soul. It stresses to India as a Sovereign, Secular, Democratic, Republic state. It contains those
essentials which are the spirit of the Constitution. It guarantees Justice, freedom, and correspondence to the
general population and accordingly maintain solidarity while guaranteeing respect of the individual and
solidarity and honesty of the nation. Along these lines, in this point of view the noteworthiness of uniform
common code can be securing. The authors of the Constitution were persuaded that some time is required
before uniform common code is forced upon the general population of India.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Uniform Civil Code was a plentifully discussed issue in the Parliament of India in 1948, after India got
Independence. On one hand well known personalities like Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, reinforced by unmistakable
nationalists like KM Munshiji, Gopal Swamy Iyenger, Anantasayam Iyengar and others bolstered the use of
the Uniform Civil Code; it was unequivocally repudiated by Muslim fundamentalists like Poker Sahib and
people from various religions. Earlier, the Congress Party (which was in power amid that period) had given
an affirmation that it would allow Muslims to practice Islamic individual Law and as such the creators of the
Indian Constitution, found an exchange off by including the foundation of a Uniform Civil Code in the
Directive Principles of State Policy in Article – 44 of the Constitution, for example it will attach on the State
to get the Uniform Civil Code structure rather it will simply go about as compelling authentic
provision.3Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru in the year 1955 considered grouping Personal laws anyway was
stood up to with opposition from the sincere parts. In any case, Nehru was induced about it and obtained
the Hindu Code Bill in 1955. Right when the practical exchange was fuming on the Hindu Code Bill in
Parliament in May 1955, a request was raised by various people from the Parliament that is the reason just
masterminds Hindu services and conventions and not those of Muslims.4 The response from Nehru and his
law minister was that Muslims were not set up for changes. One of the parts Kripalani had stated, "It isn't
the (Hindu) Mahasabhites who alone are common; it is the legislature additionally that is collective,
whatever it might state. It is passing a shared measure. I accuse you of communalism since you are
presenting a law about monogamy just for Hindu people group. Take it from me that the Muslim people
group is set up to have it however you are not bold enough to do it. On the off chance that you need to have
(arrangement of separation) for Hindu people group, have it; yet have it for the Catholic people group also."
PERSONAL LAWS IN INDIA
India is a nation of million traditions and networks. India is home to numerous popular religions and
societies on the planet. All through India‟s history, religion has been a significant piece of the country‟s
culture. Religious decent variety and religious resistance are both built up in the nation by the law and
custom India is a nation that has secularism revered in its Constitution yet there is an inconsistency in this
entire idea of secularism, especially when it is deciphered in the individual laws of its natives. It turns into a
befuddling blend when Hindus, Muslims, Christians and Parsees have diverse individual laws relating to
marriage, selection, guardianship, separation, progression, etc. Every people group in India has their very
own laws if there should be an occurrence of marriage and separation. These religious networks coincide as
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a component of one nation yet the family laws in India varies starting with one religion then onto the next.
The reason is that the traditions, social use and religious understanding of these networks as rehearsed in
their own lives depend gigantically on the religion they were conceived in and that which they practice in the
Indian culture. The arranged individual laws identifying with marriage, separation, property and legacy are:
 The Indian Christian Marriage Act of 1872 (pertinent to entire of India with the exception of territories
of recent Travancore-Cochin, Manipur and Jammu and Kashmir),
 Anand Marriage Act, 1909 (For Sikh relational unions),
 Cochin Christian Civil Marriage Act of 1920 (pertinent for Travancore-Cochin regions),
 Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937 (making Shariat laws pertinent to Indian Muslims),
 The Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1937
 Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 (appropriate to not just Hindus, Buddhists and Jains yet additionally to any
individual who is anything but a Muslim, Christian, Parsi or Jew, and who isn't administered by some
other law),
CONCEPT OF UNIFORM CIVIL CODE
A uniform common code (UCC) directs a similar arrangement of mainstream common laws to
oversee all individuals regardless of their religion, position and clan. This overrides the privilege of natives to
be represented under various individual laws dependent on their religion or position or clan. The regular
regions secured by a common code incorporate laws identified with procurement and organization of
property, marriage, separation and reception. Such codes are set up in most present day countries. The need
of UCC is recorded in Article 44 in Part IV of constitution as Directive Principle of State approach, since it
can't be authorized by courts it‟s a non-legal executive rights.
The articulation is mix of three terms Uniform; Civil; Code. Uniform methods „same in comparable
conditions‟, Civil got from Latin word „civilis‟ implies „citizen‟; when it is utilized as modifier of law it
implies „pertaining to private rights and cures of a citizen‟; Code implies arranged laws‟. To be sure in
legitimate routine, UCC is restricted to having uniform family code for each part over the networks for
example Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Parsi or Jews dwelling in India to accomplish the objective encapsulated in
the Constitution of India which seriously set out to establish India into Sovereign, communist, mainstream,
majority rule and republic. Along these lines the idea has two perspectives initially, to have uniform law for
all networks; besides, comparative laws for all and closeness ought to respect balance and sexual orientation
justice.7 The UCC is considered as a major aspect of secularization of individual laws without shedding
religious personalities. Uniform common code of India is a term alluding to the idea of an overall Civil Law
Code in India. The proceeding with perplexity regarding what a uniform code is and how it would affect on
the power structure and appropriate to confidence, is an exemplary exertion at survey the discussion from a
sexual orientation equity point of view. Verifiably, ladies as a class endured segregation; this is credited, bury
alia, to feudalism and male controlled society. Oppressive traditions with religious assent developed through
ages have been left immaculate aside from in parts, amid the pilgrim rule.
Indian Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi expressed that "In today‟s world, it is significant that
ladies get uniformity, freedom and the privilege to take life‟s choices. On the off chance that we are keeping
pace with the occasions in different things, we ought to likewise feel the quality of the 21st century in such
issues. I would recommend that savvy people and pioneers of society have discourses with respect to this. It
is significant that amid this drill, the thoughts and customs of one specific class or individual ought not be
forced on another specific class or individual".
CONTROVERSY ON UNIFORM CIVIL CODE
It will in like manner make the unit of the State from the religion increasingly complete and
significant. The individual laws of all including Hindus can be changed perfect. In suggesting individual laws
of all religion we can see the male power. The issue of individual laws and the Uniform Civil Code was
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completely inundated in conflictual shared political issues. The 1980s were a period of creating crisis in India.
The standard understanding had isolated and open conflicts were elevating, with both prevailing part and
minority fundamentalism on the rising. Pratibha Jain suggests changing the Constitution as another choice to
the uniform common code.
In India individual laws are the major driver of normal conflict among people. One of the central
issues with the nonappearance of a Uniform Civil Code suitable every single through Indium is that it clashes
with the possibility of correspondence which is one of the basic statutes of our Constitution. By having
differing individual laws for different religions we are, it may be said undermining the uprightness of the
basic ethos of India. A Uniform Civil Code will similarly unravel the blundering legal techniques required with
the issues regulated by close to home laws. It will similarly go far in advancing the purposes behind
secularism, correspondence and national unification. Regardless, it is fundamental to research the opposite
side in addition. All things considered, time isn't creating for the execution of the Uniform Civil Code.
Polarization in the general public along religious lines is still particularly alive in our country. The obliteration
of mosques and havens, normal turmoil ridden situations are clear pointers towards how India is yet to
achieve the dimension of a relentless and create standard majority rule framework. In case the Uniform Civil
Code is presentation in such a general public, it may provoke further complexities. Plus, for Indians, religion
isn't their very own accommodating bit life. Here religion accept a fundamental part in the lives of by far
most of the all inclusive community.
Along these lines the introduction of the common code should be a well-altogether considered and
careful system. Another dispute against the Uniform Civil Code is that its authorization will be an
encroachment of Fundamental Rights brought about by the Constitution. Basic Rights are legitimate rights
and are seen as the most imperative rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Article 26(b) says, "Subject to
open request, ethical quality and wellbeing, each religious division or any area thereof will reserve the
privilege to deal with its very own undertakings in issues of religion.10" Those people who fight against the
Uniform Civil Code are of the inclination that for disciples, matters like marriage, progression and separation
are religious issues and the Constitution guarantees chance of such activities and thusly the Uniform Civil
Code will be an encroachment of that.
This issue has starting at now included phenomenal common contention as the Supreme Court has
seen that progression, marriage, etc matters of a mainstream trademark can't be brought inside the
affirmation loved under Article 25 and 26 of the Constitution. While passing on the judgment on the Indian
Succession Act, Section 118, the Supreme Court was obvious in authenticating that the benefit to tail one's
close to home law is certifiably not a Fundamental Right. Their conflict is that this code will impact the
religious adaptability of minorities. They ensure that the thoughts of the minorities are not considered while
executing a point of reference based law (precedent-based law). There are ideological groups and pioneers
who are continually enthusiastic to catch such issues to improve their vote banks. We ought to depoliticize
the uniform common code.
UNIFORM CIVIL CODE AND ROLE OF JUDICIARY
In the post-frontier India, the job of Judiciary in the execution of uniform common code is entirely
considerable. Actually it is the legal executive, which through its translations prepared towards uniform
common code.
For the absolute first time on account of Mohd Ahmed Khan versus Shah Bano Begum12 relating to
the risk of a Muslim spouse to keep up his separated from wife past iddat period, who can't look after
herself, the Supreme Court held that Section 125 Cr. P. C which forces such commitment on every one of the
spouses is mainstream in character and is pertinent to all religions.
In Ms. Jordan Deigndeh versus S.S. Chopra, D Chinappa Reddy, J. representing the court alluded to
the perceptions of Chandrachud, C.J. in Shah Bano"s case and saw as under: "The present case is one more
occasion which centers around the prompt and urgent requirement for a uniform common code. The
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absolutely inadmissible situation ensuing on the absence of uniform common code is uncovered by the
actualities of the present case.
On account of Mrs. Zohra Khatoon v. Mohd. Ibrahim14, A considerable inquiry of law was raised and
the High Court of Allahabad which dropped the requests of the upkeep remittance gone by the Magistrate
on the grounds the when the separated from procedures begin from the female side under the
disintegration of Muslim Marriage Act 1939, in those cases spouse can't guarantee support from her
previous husband neither under the Muslim law nor under Sec. 125 of Cr.P.C. At last the Supreme Court
overruled the choice of the High court on the ground that it depends on the wrong understanding of the
Clause1(b) of the clarification to area 125 under this proviso the spouse keeps on being wife despite the fact
that she has been separated from her significant other or has generally gotten separation and has not
remarried.
Correspondingly on account of Sarla Mudgil v. Association of India15, J. Kuldip Singh likewise put
accentuation on the need of uniform common code and judgment conveyed by him is again a stage towards
uniform common code. For this situation the Supreme Court held that transformation of a Hindu male to
Islam just to contract bigamous evades Section 494 of Indian Penal Code. Such relational unions have been
pronounced as bigamous and void by the court. The court in the wake of alluding to different points of
reference on the point, completely held that till uniform common code is accomplished for all the Indian
Citizens, there would be an instigation to a Hindu spouse who needs to enter in to second marriage while
the principal marriage is subsisting to turned into a Muslim. Here the Court was calling attention to the bad
form done to the primary spouse, legitimately married. The Judges of different High Courts and Supreme
Court turned into the principle instrument for bringing significant progressive legitimate advancements
which likewise put its effect on the topic of uniform common code.
NEED FOR UNIFORM CIVIL CODE IN INDIA
The requirement for uniform common code has been felt for over a century. India as a nation has
just endured a ton without a Uniform Civil Code .The general public has been divided for the sake of
religions, organizations and sex. Indeed, even at present, in India, there are diverse laws administering rights
identified with individual issues or laws like marriage, separate, support, reception and legacy for various
networks. The laws overseeing legacy or separation among Hindus are in this way, altogether different from
those relating to Muslims or Christians, etc. In India, most family law is controlled by the religion of the
gatherings concerned Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists go under Hindu law, while Muslims and Christians
have their own laws. Muslim law depends on the Shariat; in every single other network, laws are arranged by
an Act of the Indian parliament. There are different arrangements of laws to manage criminal and common
cases, for example, the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973and the Indian Penal Code, 1862. The diverse stations
and ideologies and their arrangements of convictions or practices are bewilderingly befuddling and no place
is a situation like in India, of different individual laws bumping together is allowed.16
The interest for a uniform common code basically implies bringing together all these individual laws
to have one lot of mainstream laws managing these angles that will apply to all natives of India independent
of the network they have a place with. In spite of the fact that the precise forms of such a uniform code have
not been spelt out, it ought to probably fuse the most present day and dynamic parts of all current individual
laws while disposing of those which are retrograde. India has set before itself the perfect of a common
society and in that setting accomplishment of a uniform common code turns out to be progressively alluring.
Such a code will get rid of assorted variety in wedding laws, disentangle the Indian legitimate framework and
make Indian culture increasingly homogeneous. It will de-interface law from religion which is a truly alluring
goal to accomplish in a mainstream and communist example of society. It will make a national character and
will help in containing fissiparous propensities in the nation .The uniform common code will contain uniform
arrangements material to everybody and dependent on social equity and sexual orientation equity in family
matters.
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As indicated by the Committee on the Status of Women in India, "The duration of different individual
laws which acknowledge separation among people disregard the key rights and the Preamble to the
Constitution which guarantees to verify to all natives "fairness of status, and is against the soul of normal
joining". The Committee suggested quick usage of the established order in Article 44 by embracing a
Uniform Civil Code.
CONCLUSION
As an end I would state that a standard India needs a uniform common code and it tends to be said
that the simple three words and the nation breaks into excited festival. This uniform common code has
social, political, and religious edge. The Uniform Civil Code would cut a concordance between security of
major rights and religious belief system of individuals. The Uniform Civil Code can be viably displayed
basically in the wake of achieving improved dimensions of capability, mindfulness on various socio-political
issues, illuminated discoursed and extended social movability. A conclusive purpose of improving uniform
basic code should be for ensuring value, solidarity and trustworthiness of the nation and value the two
people.
In an ongoing case Shayara Bano v. Association of India and others18 Apex court perceptions reveals
to us that there is a critical need to Uniform common code to the entire of the nation and BJP government
should take a shot at this issue. It’s an ideal time to take a shot at this issue.
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